
Technical/Derivative Analyst
WE ARE HIRING hiring fresh graduates (BBA/ BCOM/ MBA) for the position of Technical/ Derivative Analyst. 
Candidates are expected to undergo 6 months on the role training and after successful completion of the  
same if found suitable, they shall be absorbed in a permanent role in the company.

 2417, Express Trade Tower II, B-36, Tower 2, Sector-132, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh
 +91 1204 4393602      skyrisecap@mail.com
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SkyRise CAPITAL
Equity Market Investors

Key Skills Know everything Job Description 

about Equity markets:

The Organization will 
give in-depth exposure 
of writing reports on 
various companies/ 
Indexes which are 
being traded on stock 
exchanges. 

Industry: Equity 
Research

Position: Equity 
Technical/ Derivative 
Analyst (Trainee)

Experience: Fresher

Qualification: BBA/ 
BCOM/MBA

Job type: Trainee

Key skills: 

7 An interest in the 
Stock Market. 

7 Knowledge need 
not be extensive as 
full training will be 
given.

7 Professional, trust 
worthy and hard-
working approach 
towards business.

8 Opportunity to trade in NIFTY and Bank NIFTY OPTIONS on 
weekly and monthly basis. Identify various option strategies 
like straddle, strangle, bull call spread etc. 

8 Identify short-term and long-term trends using technical 
indicators like moving averages, RSI etc. 

8 Position involves working on all aspects: interaction with 
clients, co-bankers, SEBI, Stock Exchanges, Law Firms etc. 

8 Apart from execution, candidate will also get opportunity to be 
involved in identification of prospects, industry and company 
research, identifying and suggesting the right product to the 
client, making pitch books & presentations. 

8 Good understanding of regulatory framework applicable to 
various stock exchanges. To generate Intraday & Delivery Call 
in Equity (Futures & Options) Market. 

8 To analyze Indian & Global Market trends and adopting 
implementation plan for initiatives that will help customers to 
make higher returns out of the market.

8 To assist the management for developing the Research. 
8 Strategies for Intra-day trade. Forecast and track market 

trends, analyzing collected data.
8 Preparation of daily, weekly & monthly research reports. 
8 Follows the actual results compared to those estimated and 

draws conclusions and makes recommendations aimed at 
correcting the situation.

Desired Candidate Profile
8 An aptitude to undertake extensive research and data search. 

Ability to find meaning and insights from data collected.
8 Proficiency in making power point presentations.
8 Excellent verbal and written communication skills.
8 Willingness to learn and work in teams

7 The ability to 
understand and 
analyse complex 
information 

7 Good 
communication skills

7 Good mathematical 
and IT skills

7 Confidence and 
decision-making 
ability

7 Calmness under 
pressure

7 The ability to work 
both as part of a 
team and on your 
own initiative

7 Drive and 
determination

7 Attention to detail

7 Good judgement of 
risks

7 Honest & 
Trustworthy attitude


